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Design for Additive 
Manufacturing

Understanding value



A playground to explore and experience AM



A slightly controversial statement

Additive Manufacturing (AM, 3D Printing) is one 

of the most expensive manufacturing methods 

in the known universe. 

Therefore, for it to be usable, it must add 

enough value to overcome those high costs. 

The main way to do this is through design for 

AM.



Weight saving application
Atlas Copco hydraulic manifold

Courtesy of Atlas Copco



Atlas Copco hydraulic manifold



DfAM: topology optimisation
Topology optimisation: using maths to remove whatever material is not 

contributing to improve the mechanical characteristics of a part



Work for Radic Performance 

for printed mountain bike 

brake calipers with 45% 

weight saving over 

machined caliper

Courtesy of Taylor Grey and Jake Powell



Getting products to market at no risk

Courtesy of Jenna Makgill, AUT University



Instant Solutions: iPad Acoustic Speaker

Problem found = Problem solved

Encouraging Creative Thinking



A new breed of design automation software

• Over the past few years, we have seen a number of new design 
automation software packages.

• These packages use a relatively novel form of CAD modelling –
‘implicit modelling’ – a light-weight method of representing 
complex 3D objects using mathematical functions to describe 
solid bodies, making it highly adaptable to computational design, 
which is also formulae driven. 

• These packages allow the construction of ‘workflows’ that can be 
repeatedly used to easily create new instances of a design.

• Examples of these software systems include nTopology, Gen3D, 
Hyperganic, Leap 71 (PicoGK), etc.



The wonderful world of design automation



Automatic mold generation



Gyroids have had a major impact on AM



Radiator and heat exchanger 

developed for FSAE race car















We do lots of work in AM for injection molding
• Because of the complexity allowed by AM, we can print 

conformal cooling channels in injection molding tools.

• This can improve cycle time by 20% to 40% and produce part 
with up to 20% less distortion.

The old fashioned way The conformal cooling channel way



This part of tool is 
complex, so ideal for 
Metal AM

This part is simple, so 
make on CNC machine 
and build AM part on it

Hybrid conventional/metal AM molds



Hybrid AM Tooling: The interface
• We are developing hybrid AM tools with 

conformal cooling to be cost-comparable with 
conventional tools but with faster cycle times. 

• A lot of work investigating the interface 
between the printed and machined metal. 

• The good news is that we never rupture at the 
interface, but always on the weaker material.

Boring lump of 

metal so expensive 

to print

Interesting part of tool, 

with conformal cooling 

channels so adds enough 

value to print

18Ni300-17-4 PH 





In a project undertaken for local tool maker Camex, 
cooling time was reduced from 4.5 secs to 1.7 secs.

Tool has been running almost continuously for over 
2 years and has produced well over 40 million caps

The tool paid for itself in less than a month of 
operation!

















Cultural artefact preservation





AM truly is AMazing… 

If you design for it.

olaf.diegel@auckland.ac.nz 

mailto:olaf.diegel@auckland.ac.nz
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